Current Challenges For Canadian Aboriginal People
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Aboriginal people play a vital role in Canada’s history and culture. There are three main groups
of our country’s indigenous of 1.4 million; the First Nations, Metis, and Inuit peoples. But there
are a lot of problems facing our country’s indigenous peoples; some due to the governments
budgeting, some due to racism and plenty due to residential schools. Aboriginal woman
especially are targeted, causing us to literally have a highway known as the highway of tears;
because of the woman who have died there. Here we will talk about some of the issues
concerning the indigenous population of Canada.In the podcast about Alberta Williams, we
followed along with an investigative reporters’ investigation of Alberta’s murder, and the cold
case it was and still may be. In episode four of the CBC podcast “who killed Alberta Williams,”
you learn that her murder may be related directly to residential schools. The government used
to force the indigenous children to go to these schools to kill the Indian culture. The Canadian
government does not still force people to go through these schools; yet is still setting up the
aboriginal community for failure. All the school’s lack funding, High School teachers, or there is
no high school at all. On a lot of First Nations communities there is not a lot of jobs and there is
not typically a High School. the schools are there two are typically run down, and don’t have a
lot, even for extracurricular that could help students get into a college.16 * 9 documentary we
will see if there is no high school they have to fly to Thunder Bay and live with complete
strangers just to go to a high school if the Aboriginal peoples of Canada do not do this they
have a hard time or harder time to getting jobs and making money to buy food clothes ‘ and
paper anyone save a half. Government to setting up the indigenous people for failure through a
low-budget School
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clothes ‘ and paper anyone save a half. Government to setting up the indigenous people for
failure through a low-budget School better Homes Canada’s literacy rate are going down due to
the treatment and education of aboriginals’ people.
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A lot of Aboriginal people deal with racism and the idea that they will never be good enough.
This is an idea that was challenged in the novel “The Absolutely True Diary of a Part Time
Indian” when junior or Arnold decided that he wanted a better future and that he was going to
school in the small racist Farm Town of Reardan where; “the only other Indian was the school
mascot” Arnold was taking a huge chance or risk in an attempt to get hope. Thinking that white
people have hope Arnold made his big decision causing him to lose his best friend. Arnold or
Junior became a bigger target on the reservation when he made his decision to leave the
reservation schools behind. He deals with the teacher who thinks that Arnold is stupid, when
he’s not he’s very smart he’s just trying to get hope and have a better future for himself. In the
short story panache three men Are also trying to get a better future for themselves by getting a
job. They end up being hired by a mine, but as soon as they realize that they are First Nation
they are not allowed to do the job they were hired to do. They are given jobs that aren’t
necessary or someone else does again anyway while the men like the other men try to get them
fired. A man named Gunderson tries to scare Tom pony by backing his truck up too quickly to
the pit, but his truck went too far and starts toppling over the edge of the fire pit. Gunderson
can’t get free, so Tom Pony gets behind the truck and manages to hold it up for long enough
for Gundersen to get free. A few seconds later the truck went over the cliff Taking Tom Pony
with it. Gunderson was one of the people trying to get Tom Pony and his friends fired, but he
realizes that he was wrong along with the rest of the men. So, all the men pitch in to buy Tom
Pony a memorial stone in his honor and even start calling him a hero.
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In conclusion, Canada’s Aboriginal people face lots of issues in their everyday lives with
gaining an education, murders, residential schools, racism and, not a lot of help from the
government. Our country’s native peoples are resilient and most of them want to be better than
they can be currently due to money, racism, and not so great schools. Many First Nation women
are getting targeted, specifically they are more likely to be murdered, raped, or missing. Many of
these women have went missing or been found on the highway of tears.
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